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Wood Chair Mats can add ambiance to any office. These sturdy wooden chair mats are manufactured 
with a heavy-duty laminate surface that is resistant to stains, scratches, burns, and wear marks. 
 
• Traction feet on the underside help prevent the chair mat from moving on ANY surface (any pile 
carpet or hard floor) while protecting the floor from chair wheels. 
 
• These wood office mats are 5/16" thick to ensure they do not break, dimple or crack. 
 
• Eco-Friendly Mat - the wood fibers are harvested from sources that are certified by the Sustainable 
Forestry Initiative (SFI) and have been awarded Greenguard Certification. These mats have a 65% 
total recycled content by weight. 
 
NOTE: A "Lip" is the extension on one side of the mat that protects the floor just underneath the desk 
where the chair wheels may roll if the chair is pushed in all the way. The dimensions of the mats 
below "with a lip" are listed as the total, or overall size of the mat (thus inclusive of the lip). 
 
Item No: C.CMWS 



 

Standard Sizes (Approximate) 

Size Qty. 1 Qty. 2-10 Qty. 11-25 Qty. 26+ 

36" x 42" - no lip $238.00 $230.00 $225.00 $220.00 

36" x 44" - lip $238.00 $230.00 $225.00 $220.00 

42" x 46" - no lip $248.00 $240.00 $235.00 $230.00 

42" x 46" - lip $248.00 $240.00 $235.00 $230.00 

46" x 46" - no lip $270.00 $264.00 $260.00 $254.00 

46" x 46" - lip $270.00 $264.00 $260.00 $254.00 

46" x 55" - no lip $329.00 $318.00 $301.00 $288.00 

46" x 55" - lip $329.00 $318.00 $301.00 $288.00 

46" Round $270.00 $264.00 $253.00 $241.00 

Call for Custom Sizes $0.00    

 

Standard Colors 

                                 
    Walnut                            Oak                            Cherry 


